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ON THE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM AND INTEGRATION

OF DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS

TATSUO HIGA

Introduction

The purpose of the presnet paper is to study the relationship between
the theory of Lie pseudogroups and the problem of integration of differential
systems (cf. [6] pp. 30-47).

Let © be a Lie pseudogroup on a manifold M and S a differentia]
system on M. Let ®(S) denote the largest subpseudogroup of © leaving
S invariant. Then the problems to be considered may be stated as follows.

A) Classify differential systems on M under the action of @.
B) For each differential system S on M, determine the structure of

C) Using the structure of ®(S), reduce the problem of integration
of S to that of some auxiliary differential systems, each of which is in-
variant under the action of a Lie pseudogroup and irreducible in a sense.

To study these problems, we use the theory of Lie pseudogroups which
is developed in [7]. The problems A) and B) are subordinate to the so-
called general equivalence problem (see [2] §§ 11-13). The problem C) is
motivated by the classical scheme of S. Lie for the problem of integration
(see [8] and [9] Introduction).

In Section 1, we recall briefly the theory of Lie pseudogroups. A
Cartan system is a pair (P, C) consisting of a manifold P and an "invari-
ant system" C on P. We can define an effective action of (P, C) on a
manifold M. Then the action yields a Lie pseudogroup © on M. (P, C)
is called a defining Cartan system of ©.

In Section 2, we shall study the equivalence problem of Pfaffian (dif-
ferential) systems. Let (P, C) and © be as above. For each Pfaffian system
S on M, we construct a Cartan system (P, C(S)) in such a way that (P,
C(S)) is a defining Cartan system of ®(S) (Theorem 2.3). Then, using
(P, C(S)), we can study the structure of ®(S). Moreover, we prove the
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following theorem.

THEOREM 2.2. Let Si and S2 be Pfaffian systems on M. Then Sι and

S2 are locality equivalent under the action of @ if and only if (P, C{S$)

and (P, C(S2)) are locally ίsomorphίc.

This theorem together with the isomorphic reduction theorem of a

Cartan system which is established in [7] gives us a principle to study

the problem A). In particular, in Section 4.4, we carry out the classifica-

tion of second order ordinary differential equations yπ = /(x, y, yf) under

the action of certain Lie pseudogroup.

In Section 3, we shall define a normal Cartan subsystem (P, C#) of

(P, C) and its quotient Cartan system (P, C)I(P, C#). Then we prove an

existence theorem (Theorem 3.3).

In Section 4, we shall study the problem of integration of a Pfaffian

system S on P in the case when S is generated by invariant 1-forms of

a Cartan system (P, C). Such a system will be denoted by (S, (P, C)).

Then, by using C, we define a special subsystem of S, which is called a

normal covariant system of (S, C) (Definition 4.3). S is said to be ir-

reducible if there is no normal covariant system of (S, C). If S admits a

normal covariant system, we can use the results in Section 3. After de-

scribing our method of reduction, we obtain the following theorems.

THEOREM 4.4. The problem of integration of (S, (P, C)) is reduced to

that of the following two types of systems:

1) (S^(P^, C#)), where S# is completely ίntegrable;

2) (S*, (P*, C*)), where S* is irreducible.

THEOREM 4.5. Assume that k + 1 = rank S >̂ 2 and that there are

normal covariant systems St of (S, C), 1 <ΞJ ί <Ξ k, satisfying the following

conditions:

1) rankS, = i, 1 <: i ^ k;

2) Sxc:S2c:... aSkc:S.

Then the integration of S is generically reduced to that of some completely

ίntegrable Pfaffian systems.

For the integration of an irreducible system (S*, (P*, C*)), we can

also use the Cartan system (P*, C*). In many cases, the structure equa-

tion of (P*, C*) enables us to find another kind of useful subsystems of

S. We shall deal with such subsystems in a forthcoming paper.
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Theorem 4.5 may be applicable to some special types of partial differ-

ential equations (see [4] §§ 34-37).

Throughout this paper, all manifolds and mappings (functions) are

assumed to be differentiable of class C°° and the adjective " differentiate"

is omitted unless otherwise stated. The theory is, however, also well

applied to the real analytic case.

The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor

A. Morimoto for his kind advice and encouragement.

§ 1. Cartan systems and Lie pseudogroups

1.1. Let M be a manifold. We denote by $(M) the ring of all func-

tions on M and by /\\M) the g(M)-module of all 1-forms on M. An

g(M)-submodule S of f\\M) is called a Pfaffian system of rank s on M

if there are s 1-forms θ\ , θs on M such that

1) S is generated by θ\ , θs

2) θ\ - - -, θs are linearly independent at each point of M.

We denote it by S = <θ\ , 0S>. (θ\ , θ') is called a generator of

S. A function / on M is called a first integral of S if df e S. A sub-

manifold N of M is called an integral manifold of S if t*θ = 0 for any θ e S,

where c;N—> M is the inclusion. S is said to be completely ίntegrable if

dθ = 0 (mod S) for any θ e S.

Let ®(M) denote the set of all local transformations of M. For each

/e©(M), we denote by U(f) the domain of/ and by V(f) the range of/.

Let © be a pseudogroup on M (for the precise definition, see [7] or [11]).

For an open set U of M, we denote by © | U the pseudogroup on U con-

sisting of all elements /of © such that U(f) and V(f) are contained in

U.

Let P be a manifold and let C = (α1, , un; ω\ , ωr) be a system

of functions uι and 1-forms ωj on P (n. ̂  0, r I> 1). For each p e P, we

denote by D(C)P the linear subspace of the tangent space T^P) consisting

of all vectors X such that ωj(X) = 0, X J dωj = 0, 1 ^ j ^ r, and Xuι = 0,

1 <̂  i <̂  ft, where X J dωj is the inner derivative of dωj with respect to X.

C is called an invariant system on P if it satisfies the following conditions:

1) ω\ -,ωr are linearly independent at each point of P;

2) the Pfaffian system <ω\ , ωr> is completely integrable;

3) D(C)P = 0 for any p e P.

Then the pair (P, C) is called a Cartan system. We denote by @(P, C)
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the pseudogroup on P consisting of all elements / of ®(P) such that

f*θ = θ for every θ in C, where f*θ is the pull-back of θ by /. A func-

tion u (resp. a 1-form ω) on an open set U of P is called an invariant

(resp. an invariant 1-form) of (P, C) if it satisfies f*u — u (resp. f*ω = ω)

for any fe®(P,C)\U. A system of invariants of (P, C), v\ -- ,vm, is

called a complete system of invariants of (P, C) if υ\ , υm are independ-

ent functions on P and if, for any invariant u of (P, C), there is a func-

tion F of m variables such that u = ίXu1, , vm). Let U be an open set

of P. Restricting every member of C to £/, we get an invariant system

C\U on U.

Let d = (u\, - - -, u"; ω], , ω[) be an invariant system on a manifold

p. (i — i9 2). A diffeomorphism F of Px onto P2 is called an isomorphism

of (P1? d ) onto (P2, C2) if it satisfies F*u{ = uJ

2, 1 <j < n, and F*ω2

fc = ωf,

1 ^ * ^ r. Let A e Pt (i = 1, 2). We say that (P1? d ) and (P2, C2) are

locally isomorphic at (pup2) if there are open neighborhoods CTi of pί9

i = 1, 2, and an isomorphism of (t/j, d | CΛ) onto (U2, C2\ U2) with F(pO =

p2. For the equivalence problem of Cartan systems, we refer to [10].

Let P and M be manifolds and let π: P-> M be a fibering (a surjec-

tive submersion). Let E(π) denote the vertical distribution given by

E(π)p = Ker (π*)p9 p € P, where (7r*)p is the differential of TΓ at p. An ele-

ment F of ®(P) is called a prolongation (resp. a ZocαZ prolongation) of an

element / of @(M) if it satisfies (1) π(U(F)) = U(f) (resp. π(U(F))aU(f))

and (2) πoF = foπ on U(F).

Let C be an invariant system on P and let ®0(M, C) denote the set

of all elements / of ®(M) such that / has a prolongation F in @(P, C).

We say that (P, C) αcίs on M with respect to TΓ if the following conditions

are satisfied:

1) E(π) is ®(P, C)-invariant, that is, F*(E(π)p) - E(π)F{p) for all F e

®(P, C) a n d p e U(F);

2) for any fe®Q(M, C) and any p £π~XU(f)), there is an element F

of ®(P, C) such that p e £/(F) and F is a local prolongation of /.

Moreover, we say that (P, C)acts effectively on M if π satisfies the third

condition:

3) if πoF = π on U(F), Fe @(P, C), then F - id. on U(F).

We remark that if the system (P, π, M) is a principal fibre bundle

then, under a condition on C, we can verify the conditions 1), 2) and 3)

without knowing ®(P, C) explicitly.
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When (P, C) acts on M, we denote by ®(M, C) the pseudogroup on

M generated by ©0(M, C) (see [11] p. 8).

PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume that {P, C) acts on M with respect to a

fiberίng π: P -> M. Then, for any fe ®(M, C) and any p e π'\U(f))9 there is

an element F of ©(P, C) such that p e U(F) and F is a local prolongation

off.

For the proof, see [7] Proposition 1.1.

Let C = (u\ , un; ω\ •, ωr). Then the action of (P, C) on M is

said to be normal if, for every open set U of M and every 1-form θ on

U, there are functions a3 on π'\U), 1 <J j ^ r, such that 7r*# = Σj = i a/oJ'

on π'\U).

A pseudogroup © on M is called a Lie pseudogroup if there are a

Cartan system (P, C) and a fibering π: P-> M such that (P, C) acts ef-

fectively on M with respect to π and ® = ®(M", C). (P, C) is called a

defining Cartan system of ©. We can construct a defining Cartan system

of © in such a way that the action is normal. In many cases, the system

((P, C), 7r, M) can be considered as a geometric structure on M, such as

a (higher order) G-structure or a Cartan connection.

1.2. Let C = (zz°, , un; ω°, , ωr) be an invariant system on a

manifold P and let Wbe an open set of P. Suppose (du°)pΦQΐoγ a n y p e

ίy. For each q e W, we define a submanifold of W by

Let t: Q( VF, <?) -> P be the inclusion. Then we can define a system of

functions and 1-forms on Q(W, q) by

C(W, q) - (c*u\ , c*un; c*ω\ , c*ωr).

It should be remarked that C(W, q) is not necessarily an invariant system.

In [7], we proved the following reduction theorems (for the terminologies

"reducible" and "an i?-system", see [7] § 2.1).

THEOREM 1.2. Let (P, C) and W be as above. If u° is reducible on W,

then, for any qeW, (Q(W, q), C(W, q)) is a Cartan system.

THEOREM 1.3. Let Ct = (u°ί9 , un

%\ ω\, , ω[) be an invariant system

on a manifold Pt (i = 1, 2). Assume that dim Px = dim P2 and that u\ is

reducible on an open set Wt of Pi (i = 1, 2). Let qi e Wt (i = 1, 2). Then
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(Pu Q) and (P2. C2) are locally isomorphic at (qu q2) if and only if the fol-

lowing conditions are satisfied:

1) uίiq,) = ui(q2) for all ΐ = 0, , π;

2) ί/iβre are R-sy stems (W'i9 U, Ω\9 ajy b\ cι

m) with qi e W'i9 ί = 1, 2;

3) ίΛβ Carton ^sterns (Q(WΊ, gλ C ( ^ , ^ ) ) and (Q(W2, <?2), C(W2, &))

are locally isomorphic at (qί9 q2).

% 2. The equivalence problem of Pfaffian systems

2.1. Let M be a manifold and let S be a Pfaffian system on an open

set U of M (for the definition, see § 1.1). Let / be an element of ®(Λf)

satisfying V(f) = U. We denote by f*S the Pfaffian system on U(f) con-

sisting of all 1-forms f*θ, θ e S. Let V be an open subset of U. We de-

note by S\ V the Pfaffian system on V generated by all 1-forms θ\ V, θ e S,

where Θ\V is the restriction of θ to V. Let © be a pseudogroup on M.

We denote by ®(S) the subset of ®|C7 consisting of all elements /e©|C7

such that /*(S| V(f)) = S| Z7(/). ®(S) is a pseudogroup on U. We say that

® leaves S invariant if ®(S) = ® 117. Let S t be a Pfaffian system on an

open set Ut of Af and let xi e Ut (i = 1, 2).

DEFINITION 2.1. We say that Sx and S2 are locally (^-equivalent at

(xl9 x2) if there is an element /of © such that

1) XleU(f)^Ul9 x2eV(f)dU2;

2) /K) = *2;

3) /*(Si|V(/)) = S1|t7(/).

Assume now that © is a Lie pseudogroup on M (cf. § 1.1). Let

(P, C), C = (w1, ., un; ω\ , ωr), be a defining Cartan system of © with

respect to a fibering π: P—> M. Let S — <^, - -, θs} be a Pfaffian system

of rank 5 on an open set U of M. Then we can define a Pfaffian system

S* on τr~1(i7) by S* = (π*θ\ •• ,τr*^>. From now on, we assume that

s<r.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let W be an open set of π~\U) and let uJ

k, 1 ^ y ^

s, s + 1 ^ /? <̂  r, be functions on W. Then (W; î O is called a system of

invariants of (S, C) with respect to the ordering ω\ , ωr if, putting

, Ωs) forms a generator of S*\W.

Adding the functions u{9 1 ^ i < s9 s + 1 < k ^ r, to C| W, we get an
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invariant system on W, which we shall denote by C(W; uζ). It is immediate

to prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.1. Let (Wt; uj

k;ι) be a system of invariants of (S, C) with re-

spect to the ordering ω\ , ωr (ί = 1, 2). If Wx Π W2Φφ, then uJ

k;1 = u{.2

on WXΓ\W2, 1 < j < s, s + 1 <; k £ r.

DEFINITION 2.1. A system of invariants (P*; uζ) of (S, C) with respect

to the ordering ω1, , ωr is said to be maximal if, for any system of in-

variants (W; vζ) of (S, C) with respect to the same ordering ω\ , ωr, we

have W c P * (and hence v{ = u[ on W by Lemma 2.1).

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let &, (P, C) and S be as above. Assume that the

action of (P, C) on M is normal. Then, for any qeπ'\U), there is a

maximal system of invariants (P*; uζ) of (S, C) with qeP*.

Proof. By assumption, there are functions aj

k on π~\U), l^j^s,

l£k<Lr, such that π*θj = Σ L i cιJ

kω\ 1 <: j ^ s. Since rank {a{) = s o n

7r~1(C7), we can assume that the matrix {aj

k{q))ιύUkύs is non-singular. Let

P * denote the open subset of π~\U) consisting of all points peπ~\U)

such that the matrix (aί(p))1£j,k^s is non-singular. Then we have g e P * .

Let φ{{p)\^j%kύ8 denote the inverse matrix of the above matrix. Set u{ =

ΣLi Kal on P*, 1 ̂  ^ s, s + 1 ̂  A ̂  r. Then it is easy to verify that

(P*; wθ is a maximal system of invariants of (S, C) with respect to the

ordering ω\ , ωr.

Let © be a Lie pseudogroup on a manifold M and let (P, C), C =

(u\ , un; ω\ , ωr)? be a defining Cartan system of © with respect to

a fibering π: P —> M.

THEOREM 2.2. Lβί iŜ  6e α Pfaffian system of rank s on an open set

Ut of M (ί = 1, 2). Let (P*; z/{:;i, 1 <; j ^ s, s + 1 ̂  A ̂  r) 6e α maximal

system of invariants of (St, C) with respect to the ordering ω\ , ωr and

let x, e τr(Pf) (ί = 1, 2). Sβ* C* = C(Pf uQ (ί = 1, 2). TΛerc S t and S2

are locally (^-equivalent at (xu x2) if and only if there are points qt of Pf

with xt = π(qi), i ~ 1, 2, swc/i ί/iaί (Pf, Cf) and (P2*, C2*) are locally ίsomor-

phίc at (qu q2).

THEOREM 2.3. Let S be a Pfaffian system of rank s on an open set U

of M. Let (P*; u{, 1 <Ξ>j ^ s, s + 1 <> k <> r) be a maximal system of in-

variants of (S, C) with respect to the ordering ω\ , ωr. Suppose 7r(P*) =
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U, Set C* = C(P*; uQ. Then:

1) ®(S) is a Lie pseudogroup on U and (JP*, C*) is a defining Cartan

system of ®(S) wi£Λ respect to the fibering π\P*: P* -> U.

2) The Pfaffian system S*|P* is generated by s invariant l-forms of

(P*, c*), ^ + Σ Ϊ _ , + 1 "ίωfc, l ^ j ^ s.
3) // © leaves S invariant, then the functions u3

k, 1 ^ j ^ s, s + 1 <̂

k <L r, are invariants of (P, C).

The converse of 3) of Theorem 2.3 holds if P * = n~\U).

2.2. We shall prove the theorems.

LEMMA 2.2. Let the situation and the notations be as in Theorem 2.2.

Let f be an element of © satisfying U(f) c U1 and V(f) c U2. Assume that

f has a prolongation F in ®(P, C).

1) If U(F)aP* and /*(S2 | V(/)) - Sx| U(f), then V(F) aP* and

F*ui.2 = ul;1 on U(F), l ^ i ^ s , s + 1 £ k ^ r.

2) // U(F)aPf, V ( F ) a P * a n d F*ul.% = ui . t l on U(F), l^j^s,

s + 1 ^ k ^ r, ί/ien, /or α ^ Λ: e ί/(/), ίΛere is an open neighborhood V of

x in U(f) such that (f\V)*(S2\W) = S,\V, where we put W = f(V).

Proof, Let us fix a generator (Θ\, , θf) of Si (i = 1, 2). By defini-

tion, putting

Q{ = α,i + Σ ί . , + 1 ^ ;,ω fe, 1 ^ i ^ s,

(βj, , β{) forms a generator of Sf | P * (i - 1, 2).

1 ) I f w e s e t Ωj = ( F - ψ Ω { o n V{F), l ^ j ^ s , t h e n

β^ - ω> + Σ L m ((F-1)*^;!), 1 ^ i ^ s.

Using the condition f*(S2\V(f)) = S^Uif)), we can prove easily that (Ω\

- ,ΩS) forms a generator of S}\ V(F). This means that (V(F); (F'^uU

is a system of invariants of (S2, C) with respect to the ordering ω\ , ωr.

Since (P2*; w|;2) is maximal, we have V(F) aP} and hence (F*1)*^^ = ^ . 2

for all y and /?.

2) By assumption, we have F*Ω( = Ω{ on ?7(F), 1 <j ^ s. Since

(βj, , βj) is a generator of S f |P f (i - 1, 2), there are functions A{ on

^(•F)5 1 ύ h k ^ s, such that the matrix (A|(p)) is non-singular for any

p e ?7(F) and
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Hence,

π*(f*θί) = Σ L i Al(π*θϊ), l^j^s.

Take an open neighborhood V of x in U(f) and a cross section p: V ~>

U(F) of the fibering π\ U(F): U(F) -> U(f). Then we have

on V and hence (/| V)*(S2\W) = S,\ V (W = f{V)).

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Assume first that Sx and S2 are locally ©-

equivalent at (xu x2). Then there is an element /of © with the properties

listed in Definition 2.1. Take a point gL of Pf with xx = π(qt). By Pro-

position 1.1, there is an element F of ©(P, C) such that qx e £/(F) and F

is a local prolongation of /. Shrinking U(f) and £7(F) if necessary, we

can assume that U(F)dPf and that F is a prolongation of/. If we set

q2 = F(qΊ), then x2 = ττ(g2). By Lemma 2.2-1), we can conclude that F is

an isomorphism of (U(F), C*\U(F)) onto (V(F), C}\ V(F)).

Conversely, assume that there are open neighborhoods Wt of qt in

Pf, i = 1, 2, and an isomorphism F of (Wl9 C*\ Wt) onto (ψ2, C}\ W2) with

^(g^ = q2. Then JP belongs to @J(P, C). We can assume that F is a pro-

longation of an element / of ©. Using F9 f and Lemma 2.2-2), we can

verify that S: and S2 are locally ©-equivalent at (xu x2).

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let πQ denote the restriction of π to P*.

Since @(P*, C*)ci©(P, C)|P*, the vertical distribution (̂TΓO) is @(P*, C*)-

invariant. Take any /e©0(C/, C*) and any xe Ϊ7(/). Then / has a pro-

longation F in ®(P*, C*). It follows from Lemma 2.2-2) that there is an

open neighborhood V of x in Z7(/) such that /|Ve@(S). This implies

that ©0(ί/, C*) c ©(S). Next take any /e ®(S) and any p e π»\U{f)). Then

there is an element F of @(P, C) such that p e U(F) and F is a local pro-

longation of/. As before, we can assume that U(F) C ^0~
1(ί7(/)). Then,

by Lemma 2.2-1), F belongs to @(P*, C*). Since ©0(C/, C*)c@(S), this

implies that (P*, C*) acts on U with respect to 7r0. The above argument

also shows that ©(£/, C*) = ®(S). The effectivity of this action is obvious.

This proves 1). 2) may be obvious.

To show 3), it will be sufficient to prove that ©(P, C)|P* is contained

in ©(P*, C*). Take any F e © ( P , C) |P* and any p e U(F). Then there

are an open neighborhood W of p in U(F) and an element / of ©| U such
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that F\W is a prolongation of /. Since <S(S) = ©|E7, it follows from

Lemma 2.2-1) that F\W belongs to ®(P*, C*). Since ®(P*,C*) is a

pseudogroup, we finally have Fe®(P*, C*). This completes the proof of

Theorem 2.3.

§ 3. Quotient Cartan systems

3.1. Let M be a manifold and let £ be a subset of the tangent

bundle TM of M. We say that i£ is a v-famίly on M if, for any x e M ,

Ex = E 0 TX(M) is a linear subspace of TX(M). Therefore, a distribution

on M is a u-family E with the following properties: (1) dim Ex = const-

ant on ikf and (2) E is a differentiate subbundle of TM.

Let E be a u-family on M and let Q be a set of 1-forms on M. We

define u-families on M, A(Q), D(Q), H(Q), and a set of 1-forms on M,

P(JE), as follows.

A(Q)X = {Xe TX(M); Θ{X) = 0, θ e Q},

D(Q)X = {Xe A(Q)X; X J eft? = 0, θ e Q}9

H(Q)X = {Xe A(Q)X; dθ(X, Y) = 0 J e Q , Ye A(Q)X},

P(E) = {θe ΛW); Θ(X) = 0, XeE},

xeM. We have D(Q)xaH(Q)x(zA(Q)x,xeM. Set Ch (Q) = P(fl(Q)).
Then Ch (Q) is called the characteristic system of Q. It is easy to prove

the following lemmas.

LEMMA 3.1. Assume that D(Q) (resp. H(Q)) is a distribution on M.

Then D(Q) (resp. H(Q)) is completely integrable. Moreover, let xe M and

let x\ - , xm be independent first integrals of D(Q) defined on a small open

neighborhood V of x (m = dim M — dim D(Q)X). Then, for every θ e Q,

there are functions of m variables aJf I <Lj <^ m, such that

θ = 2]JLi aj(x\ ., xm)dxj on V.

LEMMA 3.2. Let P be a manifold and let π: P—> M be a fibering. Let

π*Q denote the set of all 1-forms of the form π*θ, θ e Q. Then:

1) E(π)p C D(π*Q)p (E(π)p = Ker (π*)p, p e P).

2) π*(iϊ(π*Q)p) = H(Q)π{p) (peP).

3) rr*(D(π*Q)p) = D(Q)π{p) (peP).

Let C = (u\ - , un; ω\ , ωr) be an invariant system on a manifold

P and let S = (ω\ , ωSo} (s0 ^ r) be a Pfaffian system on P. Set H =
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{u\ . , u% Q = {ω\ , ω% QQ = {ω\ , ωSo} and E° = A(Q0). We define

u-families on P, E\ ί ^> 0, and subsets of Q, Qu i^>0, by induction. Sup-

pose that Ei~x and Q^x are defined for an integer i ^ 1. Then we set

E* = DiQ^) and Qt = Q Π P(E% We have E* => £ ί + 1 and Q, c Qi+1 (ί ^

0). Set E; = Π^o ££ (p e P), Q. - |Ji*o Qt and

ίί^ - {u e ^ Xα = 0, Xe E~}.

Suppose H^ = {w1, , um} and Q^ = {ω1, , ωs} (m <J TZ, 5O ^ 5 ^ r). Fin-

ally, we set SL = {ω1, , ωs).

DEFINITION 3.1. S is said to be closed in C if, for each ί ^ 0, 2?* is

a distribution on P and if SM is completely integrable.

DEFINITION 3.2. Let Co = (ΰ\ , ΰm; w\ , ωs) be an invariant

system on a manifold Po. Then (Po, Co) is called a quotient Cartan system

of (P, C) by S if there is a fibering r: P-> Po such that

1) £;> = E(π)p for any p e P ;

2) τr*ϊΓ = M*, 1 ^ i ^ m, and π*ωJ = ω\ 1 ^ j ^ s.

In this case, we say that S admits a quotient Cartan system (Po, Co) =

(P, C)/S.

As for the uniqueness, we can prove easily the following.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (Pi9 C<), Ct = (U], , uf ω , , ωf), fee α

enί Cartan system of (P, C) 6j S with fibering πt (i = 1, 2). T%ett, /or

p e P, (Pi, Q) and (P2, C2) are locally isomorphic at (π^p), π2(p)).

Let υ\ , uSo be functions on P. Set

C* = (w\ . . , M » , v\ ...,υs°;ω\ - ,ωr).

DEFINITION 3.3. (P, C*) is called a normal Cartan subsystem of (P, C)

if there are s0 1-forms in C, say ω1, , α/°, such that

1) S = (ω1, , α>so> is completely integrable;

2) υ\ , uso are independent first integrals of S.

S is called the defining Pfaffian system of (P, C*).

Assume that there exists a quotient Cartan system (Po, Co) of (P, C)

by S with fibering π: P—> Po.

DEFINITION 3.4. (Po, Co) is called a quotient Cartan system of (P, C)

by (P, C#) if the following conditions are satisfied:
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1) G(P, C ) = {Fe G(P, C); πoF = π on U(F)};

2) (P, C) acts on Po with respect to π and @(P0, Co) = ®(P0, C).

In this case, we say that (P, C#) admits a quotient Cartan system (Po, Co) =

(P, o/(P, c ).

3.2. We shall prove the following existence theorems. Let (P, C),

C = O\ , un; ω\ , ωr), be a Cartan system and let S = (ω\ , ωSo).

We use the notations in Section 3.1.

THEOREM 3.2. Assume that S is closed in C. Then, for any p e P,

there ίs an open neighborhood P' of p such that S\P/ admits a quotient

Cartan system (P'9 C|P0/(S|P0

THEOREM 3.3. Let (P, C*), C# - (u\ ',un,υ\ --,υ'°; ω\ - , ωr), be a

normal Cartan subsystem of (P, C) with defining Pfaffian system S. Assume

that the following conditions are satisfied:

1) S is closed in C;

2) duι = 0 (mod. ω\ , ω'), I <* i ^ n;

3) Let t = dim E; - (r - s) (p e P). TΛerc * ̂  0 and there are t 1-

forms ωr+\ , ωr + ί on P and functions C)k of n variables, s + 1 ^ i ^

r + ί, 1 ^ 7, ̂  <̂  r + ί, swc/i that

a) 7/ X e £J°° satisfies ω\X) = 0, s + l < ί ^ r + t, then X = 0 ;

b ) C% + Cij = 0 /or αZ/ i,j, k and

da? = - 1 ΣJ.V-1 Cj^i/ 1 , , ί / V Λ / , s + l ^ ί ^ r + t .

Then, for any peP, there is an open neighborhood P' of p such that (P\

C*|P0 admits a quotient Cartan system (P\ C\P')I{P', C*|P;).

Proof of the theorems. Suppose first that S is closed in C. Let d ^ 0

be the smallest integer satisfying Q^ = Qd. Then we have Eι = Ed + 1 for

all i ^ d + 1 and hence D(QJ) = J?°°. Let us set Λ = dim P — dim E™.

Since E°° is completely integrable, we can take independent first integrals

x\ - - -, xh of E°° defined on a small open neighborhood Pr of p. Let Rh

be the standard euclidean space of dimension h. Let π: Pf -> Rh denote

the mapping given by π(q) — (x\q), , xh(q)) (q e PO We can assume

that 7r is a fibering of P ' onto an open set Po of Rh. Then, E°° = ί̂ (7r)

on P ; . By Lemma 3.1, there are functions U\ 1 <I i ^ m, and 1-forms ω̂ ,

1 <I j ^ s, on Po such that π*ΰ ί = u\ 1 ^ i <S m, and π*ωJ = ω;, 1 ^ j ^ s.
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By assumption, (ω1, , ώs} is completely integrable. Set C = (u\ , um;

ω\ , ωs) and Co = (ΰ\ , ΰm; ω\ , ωs). Then, from Lemma 3.2, we

have π^D(C\) = D(Co),(β) for any qePf (see § 1.1). Since D(C') - D(QM),

we finally have D(CO)X = 0 for any x e Po. Therefore (Po, Co) is a Cartan

system. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Next suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. We

shall prove 1) of Definition 3.4. For this purpose, we first show how to

construct x\ , xh. Notice that v\ , vSo are first integrals of E°°. Set

υl = υ\ 1 <; ί <S s0, and Sj = dim (E^'^Eζ), j ^ 1. Let k be an integer with

0 ^ k <, d. Assume that we obtain independent first integrals of Ek on

Pf, υl, ? £#, , υ\, • , vs

kκ Set Qfc = {ω\ , ωtk} (tk ^ s). Since Qk c

P(-E*), there are functions AjJ on P', 0 < i ^ A, 1 <: j < tk, 1 <: / <s{, such

that

Then it is not hard to see t h a t A\ps are first integrals of Ek + 1. If ^ < d

or £7°° c Ed, we can choose independent functions v{ + 1 on P 7 , 1 ^ 7 ^ sk + u

in such a way that

a) v{, 0 <* i ^ k + 1, 1 ^ j ^ si7 are independent on P ' ;

b) for each j , 1 ^ J ^ sfc+1, ϋ^+1 coincides with some AjJ.

Then v{, 0 ^ i ^ k + 1, 1 ^ ^ s f, are first integrals of Ek+1. We can

repeat this procedure. In this way, renumbering v{, we obtain x\ , x\

Now take any F e ©(P 7, C*\P'). Then, F * ^ = ^', 1 <Lj < s0. Assume

that F satisfies F*v{ = ^ , 0 ^ i ^ k, l^j <Lst. Then we have F*Aγ =

Af for all i, j and Z and hence F*vJ

k+1 = vJ

k + ι, 1 ^ 7 ^ sk + 1. Thus, by in-

duction, we can prove F*xj = x7', 1 ^j ^ h. This implies that πoF = π

on i7(F). The converse relation may be obvious.

Finally, we prove 2) of Definition 3.4. Since E(π) = E™, it follows

from Lemma 3.2 that E(π) is ®(P 7, C|PO-invariant. It is easy to verify

that ©0(P0, C |POc@(Po, Co) (see § 1.1). In view of the proof of Theorem

2.3-1), it suffices to prove that, for any fe @(P0, Co) and any gx e π" 1 (U(f)\

there is a local prolongation F e © ( P 7 , C | P 0 of / with qxeU(F). Set

Wx = π-\U{f)) and W2 = π~\V(f)). Let π,\ W.xW,-^ Wt be the natural

projection (i = 1, 2). Set [7* = πfu* — πfu\ 1 ^ i <1 n, and, <9J = πfωJ —

τr?ωJ, 1 ^ j ; ^ r + L We should integrate the exterior differential system

Σ on Wx X W2 generated by Ϊ71, , C7W, ό̂ 1, , θr (cf. [5]). Let us con-

sider the submanifold N of U(f) X V(/) given by
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NQ = {(*, f(x)) e U(f) x V(f); x € [/(/)}

and the submanifold N = (π X π)'\N0) of Wt X W2. Then we have dim N =

dim P + (r — 5 + 0 Let S' denote the PfafRan system on N given by

S' = (c*θ'+1, , ;*0r+ί>, where t\ N-+ W1 X W2 is the inclusion. Since

Uι = 0, 1 ̂  ί <: 7i, and (9j = 0, 1 < j ^ s, on iV, the condition 3)-b) of

Theorem 3.3 implies that S' is completely integrable. For the given point

ql9 there is a point q2 of W2 such that (qu q2) e N. Let L be the leaf of

S' with (ςh, g2) β L. L is an integral manifold of J with dim L = dim P.

Moreover, the condition 3)-a) implies that the differential {nt\L)*\ Tz{L)->

Tq.(P) (z = {qx, q2)) is non-singular (ί — 1, 2). So we can define a local

transformation F of P r by F = (7r2|L)o(7r]|L)~1 on a small open neighbor-

hood V of <?! in W;. Clearly, we have F*uι = u\ I £ί <L n, F*ωj = ω},

1 <Lj ^ r, and πoF = foπon V. Thus ί1 is a desired element of ®(P',

C|P7). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.

§ 4. Integration of Pfaffian systems

4.1. By the integration of a Pfaffian system S, we mean to find in-

tegral manifolds of S. Let M be a manifold and let θ be a closed 1-form on

M. A function / on an open set U of M is called an integral oΐ θ it df = θ

on Z7. By the language "quadrature", we mean to construct an integral

of a closed 1-form. We first consider a completely integrable Pfaffian

system S of rank s on M.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let (θ\ , θs) be a generator of S and let ω\ , ωs

be 1-forms on M. We say that (β\ , θs) is a solvable generator of S

with auxiliary 1-forms co1, , ωs if the following conditions are satisfied:

1) dθ1 = ω1AΘ\ dω1 = 0;

2) (if s ^ 2 ) for all k = 2, . . . , s ,

d0fc ΞΞ ωfc Λ θ\ dωk = 0 (mod 01, -, fl*"1)-

Take an integral g of ω1. Then we get a closed 1-form θ — e~gθ\

Take an integral of θ, f, defined on an open set U of M and consider the

submanifold N of U defined by / = constant. If s = 1, then iV is an in-

tegral manifold of S. If s ;> 2, then 01 = 0, d#2 = ω

2 Aθ2 and dα>2 = 0 on

2V. So we can repeat the above procedure. Thus we have the following

proposition.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let m = dimM. Assume that we find a solvable
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generator of S. Then every (m — s)-dimensional integral manifold of S is

locally constructed by quadratures.

This means that we can find s independent first integrals of S by

quadratures. Let (θ\ , θs) be a generator of S. An element θ of S is

called an integral l-forin of S if there are functions Ajk on M, 1 <ί j <

k <S s, such that c?0 = χv<7c AJfc0' Λ θk (cf. [1]). Assume that the generator

{θ\ - , 0s) consists of integral 1-forms 0* of S, 1 ^ ί <L s. Then we find

some first integrals of S by differentiations. After reducing all known

first integrals to constants, we get a Pfaffian system S = (β\ , θts) sat-

isfying

where C;&5 I ^ίj, k <L t, are constants with Cjfc + C^ = 0 (see [1]). 7/

ί/iese constants define a solvable Lie algebra, we can find a solvable genera-

tor of S by algebraic operations.

4.2. Let S be a Pfaffian system on a manifold M. S is said to be

regular if the characteristic system Ch (S) of S is a Pfaffian system on M.

In this case, Ch(S) is completely integrable (see §3.1). The following

lemma is well-knowτn (see [4] p. 1060 and [5] p. 52).

LEMMA 4.1. Let s = rank S. Assume that there exists an absolute

parallelism θ\ , θ\ ω\ , ωι on M satisfying S = (θ\ , θs) (s + t =

dim M). Set

dθ1 = i - Σ i , ^ i ^ j ^ Λ ω& (mod θ\ , 0s), 1 ^ i ^ s,

where Fjk, 1 ^ ί ^ s, 1 <,j, k ^ ί, are functions on M with F)k + JF^ = 0.

Then:

1) As a z ^(M)'Submodule of Λ W ) , Ch (S) is generated by θ\ , θs

and Σ L i ^*ω f c, 1 ^ i ^ s, l^>j <LL

2) 7/ S is regular, then there are integral 1-forms θ\ , 6s of Ch (S)

such that (θ\ - , θs) forms a generator of S.

DEFINITION 4.2. Let © be a pseudogroup on M. A regular Pfaffian

system S' on M is called a covariant system of S with respect to © if

®(S) leaves S' invariant.

In this case, Ch (S') is also a covariant system of S. In [3] and [4],
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E. Cartan used such covariant systems for the problem of integration of

second order partial differential equations. We want to use them more

effectively.

Assume that © is a Lie pseudogroup. Consider a denning Cartan

system (P*, C*) of @(S) with respect to a fibering π of P* onto M (for

example, we can take the Cartan system (P*, C*) which appeared in

Theorem 2.3). As before, for a Pfaffian system S on Λf, we denote by S*

the Pfaffian system on P * generated by all 1-forms π*θ, θ e S. If S is re-

gular, then Ch (S)* = Ch (S*) by Lemma 4.2-1). Now we can see that

the Pfaffian system to be considered is given by S*. Let S/ be a covari-

ant system of S with respect to ®. Then (SO* is a covariant system of

S* with respect to @(P*, C*). Assume that the action of (P*, C*) on M

is normal. Then, by Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.3, the systems S*,

(SO* and Ch(S0* are generated by invariant 1-forms of (P*, C*). Chang-

ing C* if necessary, we can assume that Ch (SO* is generated by some

1-forms in C*.

By this consideration, we are led to the following problem. Being

given a Cartan system (P, C), C = (u\ , un; ω\ , ωr), stad y the problem

of integration of a regular Pfaffian system S on P generated by invariant

l-forms of (P, C). Such a system will be denoted by (S, (P, C)). As @(P, C)

leaves S invariant, we can consider covariant systems of S. However,

we should restrict ourselves to the study of those covariant systems of S

which are constructed by the so-called rational operations.

DEFINITION 4.3. A regular Pfaffian system S7 of rank t on P is called

a normal covariant system of (S, C) if it satisfies the following conditions:

1) S'CLS and 0 < t < r a n k S;

2) S' is generated by t l-forms 2]J=1 α}ωJ, 1 <: i <̂  ί, where a), 1 <;

^ ύ t> 1 ^ i ^ r> a r e r e a ^ constants

3) Ch (SO is generated by some l-forms in C;

4) Ch(S0 is closed in C (see Definition 3.1);

5) S' = Ch (SO Π S.

S is said to be irreducible with respect to (P, C) if there is no normal

covariant system of (S, C).

The structure equation of (P, C) enables us to find normal covariant

systems of (S, C). Let Pr be an open set of P. Then it is clear that

S ' |P ' is a normal covariant system of (S |P r , C\Pf).
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THEOREM 4.2. Let (P, C), S and S/ be as above. Then, for any p e P,

there are Cartan systems (Po, Co) and (P t, CJ and a regular Pfaffian system

So on P such that

1) P, ίs an open neighborhood of p in P and CΊ = C\P^\

2) (Po, Co) is α quotient Cartan system of (Pu C,) by Ch(S0|Pi wiίΛ

fibering π: Pi —> Po;

3) (So)* == S'IPi wî Λ respect to the fibering π;

4) So is generated by invariant 1-forms of (Po, Co);

5) /or α submanifold NQ of Po, JV = π~\N0) is an integral manifold of

S/ i/ and only if NQ is an integral manifold of S'o;

6) for a normal covariant system S" of (S|P1 ? Q) satisfying S" C S ' I P J

and 0 < rank S" < rank S', ί/iβrβ is α unique normal covariant system S"

of (S^ Co) with (SίO* = S / 7;

7) /or α normal covariant system S" of (S'o, Co), S
/ ; = (SQO* is a normal

covariant system of (S\Pl9 C,) satisfying S"cS'\Pί and 0 < rank S" <

rank S'.

It should be remarked that once Ch (SO is integrated we can con-

struct the objects in Theorem 4.2 by the rational operations. However, we

can determine dim Po and the structure equation of (Po, Co) without in-

tegration. From 6) of Theorem 4.2, we have the following corollary.

COROLLARY 4.3. Let (P, C) and S be as before. Assume that there

are normal covariant systems Ŝ  of (S, C), 1 ^ i <1 k, satisfying the follow-

ing conditions:

a) 0 < rank S, < rank S i + 1, 1 <: ί <: k — 1 (if k :> 2);

b) S, c S2 c . c Sk c S.

Then, for any p e P, ZΛere are a sequence of Cartan systems

a?id regular Pfaffian systems St and SΊ on Pί7 I <L i <L k -\- 1, such that

1) P A + 1 is an open neighborhood of p in P and Ck + ί — C|Pfc + 1;

2) Sk + ι = o | P f c + 1, S A + i = S f c |P f c + 1 a^a S i = Si;

3) rank St = rank Si9 1 ^ i ^ k;

4) -Si is generated by invariant 1-forms of (Pt, Cέ), 1 ^ i ^ k + 1;

5) i§ is a normal covariant system of (Sί9 Ct), 2 <L i ^ k + 1;

6) (Pi9 Ct) is a quotient Cartan system of (Pi + ί, Ci + 1) by Ch(Sί+t) with

fibering πt: P i + 1 -^P, ? 1 ^ i £ k;
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7) (St)* = Sί+i with respect to the fibering πi9 1 < i ^ k.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. We use the notations in Section 3.1. We set

Ch (SO - (ω\ , ω*°> and Ch (SO. - <ω\ , ωs>. Moreover,

Q = {ω1, , «/}, QTO = {ω1, , ω'} and £~ = D(QJ.

By Theorem 3.2, there is an open neighborhood Pt of p in P such that

Ch(S0|Pi admits a quotient system (Po, Co) with fibering π: ^ - > Po. Let

Co = (ϊZ1, , 0m; ω\ - -,ωs) (m <1 n). Without loss of generality, we can

assume that Pi = P. Before going further, we prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.2. Let So be a Pfaffian system on Po and let S = (So)* ΪViβn

Ch (S) = <V, , ωfc> i/ and only if k <L s and Ch (So) = <ω\ , ωk).

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Suppose first Ch (S) = (ω\ , ωk). From Lemma

3.2, we have E~aH(S) and hence Q Π Ch(S) c Q^. This implies that

α>* belongs to Q^, 1 ^ i ^ A. Thus, A ^ s and /r*^ = ω*, 1 <L i <, k. Take

any X e H(S), Then, by Lemma 1.2, we can write X— π*Y for some

Ye H(S). Then, ω*(X) = ω*(Y) = 0, 1 < ί ^ k. Thus, ω* e Ch (So), 1 ^ i ^

^. Next, for any ωe Ch(S0) and any YeH(S), we have (τr*ω)(y) = 0 and

hence π*ω e Ch (S). This means that ω is an g(P0)-linear combination of

ω\ - , ωfc. This proves Ch (So) = (ω1, , ωfc).

The converse follows easily from the formula Ch (S) = Ch (So)* (cf.

Lemma 4.1-1)).

We return to the proof of Theorem 4.2. Since S' C Ch(S0, it follows

from the condition 2) of Definition 4.3 that S/ is generated by t 1-forms

θί = Σ5°=i b)ωj, I <,i <t, where b)'s are real constants. If we set

then π*^ = θ\ l<Li<ίt. We can define a Pfaffian system on Po by

S^ = (tf1, . , θ'). Then we have (SJ)* = S ; and hence Ch (S0 - <ω\ ,

α>So) by Lemma 4.2. This proves 3) and 4) of Theorem 4.2. 5) may be

obvious.

Let S;/ be a normal covariant system of (S, C) with S" c S\ Then,

by the same argument as above, there is a unique Pfaffian system S" on

Po such that (S'OO* = S" and S^ is generated by 1-forms Σ$=iφ>'> 1 <:

i ^ rank S^, where cj's are real constants. Now we prove 6) and 7). In

view of the above remark and Lemma 4.2, it will be sufficient to show

that Ch (S") = (ω1, , ωk) (k ^ s) is closed in C if and only if Ch (SJO =
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(ώ\ - . ., ωfc> is closed in Co. Set Qo = {ω1, , ω*} and QQ = {ω1, . , ωfc}.

Let (Z?\ Q<) (resp. (E\ Qd) be the system defined by Ch (S") (resp. Ch (SJ'))-

Assume that π^Qi.1 = Qt_λ for an integer i 2> 1. Then, from Lemma 3.2,

we have

and

Take any ω e f t For any XeE\ we have (τr*ω)(X) = 0 and hence Λ e

Q*. Next, take any ω e Qt. Since Qt c Q^, there is a 1-form ω in Co such

that α> = π*ω. Take any YeE\ We can write Y = Tr^Xfor some XeE\

Then we have

ω(Y) = ω(π*X) = ω(X) - 0

and hence ωe Qt. We have thereby proved π*Qt = Qt. Since π*Q0 = Qo?

we can prove, by induction, the following relations:

E~ C E\ π+E* = E\ n*Q, = Q, (ί ^ 0).

Hence,

E~ c J50

Using these relations, we can easily verify that Ch(S") is closed if and

only if so is Ch (S")- This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

4.3. We are now in a position to study the problem of integration

of a system (S, (P, C)), where C = (V, , un; ω\ , ωr) is an invariant

system on a manifold P and S is a regular PfaίEan system on P generated

by invariant 1-forms of (P, C). A normal covariant system S' of (S, C)

is said to be minimal if there is no normal covariant system S" of (S, C)

satisfying S" aS' and rank S" < rank S'. From now on, we suppose that

S is neither completely integrable nor irreducible with respect to (P, C).

LEMMA 4.3. For each peP, there are an open neighborhood Pf of p

and a minimal normal covariant system S; of (S\P\ C\P') such that, for

any open neighborhood U of p in P\ S'\ U is also a minimal normal covari-

ant system of (S\ U, C\ U).

Proof. Let Sί be a minimal normal covariant system of (S, C). Assume

that Sx does not satisfy the property in Lemma 4.3. Then we can find an
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open neighborhood Px of p and a minima] normal covariant system S2 of

(S\Pl9 C|Pj) satisfying S2d(S1\P1) and rank S2 < rank Slβ Assume further

that S2 does not satisfy the property. Then we can proceed as above,

and so on. Since the rank of S is finite, we can repeat the procedure

only finite number of times. Now Lemma 4.3 follows from this fact.

Let us fix a point p of P and take an open neighborhood P' of p

and a minimal normal covariant system S' of {S\P\ C\P') with the pro-

perty stated in Lemma 4.3. Let E" be the distribution defined by Ch(S0

(cf. § 3.1). Set s0 = rank Ch(S') and h = άimP — άimE;. Assume that

we can integrate Ch (S'). Then we can choose h independent first in-

tegrals v\ , vh of E°° defined on a small open neighborhood Px of p in

P' in such a way that υ\ •• ,u so are first integrals of Ch(S') (see the

proof of Theorem 3.3). Let π: Px -••-» Rh denote the mapping given by

π(q) = (υ\q), , υ\q)) (q e P,).

Then we can assume that π is a fibering of P1 onto a small open set Po

of Rh. Moreover, we can construct Cartan systems (Po, Co) and (Pu CΊ)

and a regular Pfaffian system S'o satisfying the properties listed in Theorem

4.2. By Theorem 4.2-7) and Lemma 4.3, S'o is irreducible with respect to

(Po, Q .

Let (x\ , xh) be the canonical coordinate system on Rh (and hence

on Po). Assume now that we can find an integral manifold NQ of S'Q with

defining equations f\x\ , xh) = 0, 1 <1 ί ^ m. Let N — π~\N^ and let

S\N denote the $(iV)-submodule of f\\N) generated by all 1-forms c*θ,

θeS\Pl9 where c: N-> Px is the inclusion. Then it is clear that N is de-

fined by the equations f\v\ , vh) = 0, 1 <I i ^ /n, and that S|iV is finitely

generated. Let us set

C* = ( u \ ' " , u n , v \ . . . , υ °;ω\ - " , ω r ) .

Then (Pj, Cf) is a normal Cartan subsystem of (Pu Q) with defining Pfaf-

fian system Ch(S0|Pi From the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.3,

it can be seen that u1, , vh are invariants of (Pu Cf). So each function

/* = p(v\ - , υh) is an invariant of (Pu C?). We want to get a Cartan

system (N9 C) so that S\N is generated by invariant 1-forms of (N, C).

For this purpose, we use Theorem 1.2. Carrying out the isomorphic re-

duction of (Pj, Cf) by the invariants /*, 1 ^ ί ^ m, we may get a Cartan

system (N, C) (we reduce each /* to zero). NQ (or N) is said to be generic
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if the above procedure really yields a Cartan system (N, C) and if S\N is

a regular Pfaffian system on N. In this case, S\N is generated by invari-

ant 1-forms of (ΛΓ, C) because, for every invariant 1-form ω of (Pί9 CJ), '*ω

is an invariant 1-form of (N, C). Thus, for a generic integral manifold

iV0 of S'o, we get a system (S\N, (N\C)\ where we put N = TΓ-̂ JVΌ). Let

us arrange the above procedures as follows.

Step 1) For a point p of P, find an open neighborhood Pr of p and

a minimal normal covariant system S' of (S\P\ C\Pf) with the property

stated in Lemma 4.3.

Step 2) Find sQ independent first integrals of Ch (S')

Step 3) Construct Cartan systems (Po, Co) and (P1? CΊ), a fibering π:

P1 —> Po and a regular Pfaίϊian system S£ on Po satisfying the properties

Jisted in Theorem 4.2.

Step 4) Find an integral manifold NQ of So with defining equations

f\x\ , O = 0, 1 <: i <: ra.

Step 5) Carry out the isomorphic reduction of (P1? Cf) by the invari-

ants p(v\ , uΛ), 1 <.i <L m (we reduce /* to zero).

Step 6) For a generic integral manifold NQ of SJ, describe the system

(S\N, (N, C)), where N = π-\N,).

If S|ΛΓis neither completely integrable nor irreducible with respect

to (N, C), then we go back to Step 1). Notice that we can achieve Steps

1), 3), 5) and 6) by rational operations. Moreover, SJ is irreducible with

respect to (Po, Co). As a general result, we have the following theorem.

By the word "generically", we mean to consider, in Step 6), only generic

integral manifolds of SJ.

THEOREM 4.4. Let (P, C) and S be as before. Then the integration of

(S, (P, C)) is generically reduced to that of the following two types of systems:

1) (S$,(P$, Q)), where S# is completely integrable:

2) (S*, (P*, C*)), where S* is irreducible with respect to (P*, C*).

If all systems (S*, (P^, C )̂) of the second type satisfy the condition

rank S* = 1, then the integration of S is reduced to that of completely

integrable Pfaffian systems.

THEOREM 4.5. Let (P, C) and S be as before. Assume that

k + 1 = rank S ^ 2

and that there are normal covariant systems St of (S, C), 1 <̂  i <J k, satis-
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fying the following conditions:

1) r a n k S , = i, l^i<k;

2) S, c S2 c c Sk c S.

Then the integration of S is generically reduced to that of finite number

of completely integrable Pfafβan systems.

The meaning of the word "generically" will be clarified in the follow-

ing proof.

Proof of Theorem 4.5. Suppose that S is not completely integrable.

First of all, we integrate completely integrable Pfaffian systems C h ^ ) ,

1 <^ί <L k. Then, for each point p of P, we can construct a sequence of

Cartan systems

( P f c + 1> ^fc + l ) > (•**;> ^Ίe) > ' ' ' * ( * 2 > ^ 2 / * {Ply ^l)

and regular Pfaffian systems St and S* on Pt, 1 <1 i <I £ + 1, satisfying

the properties listed in Corollary 4.3. Then, rank St = i, 1 ^i ^k + 1.

Assume that we can find a generic integral manifold Nt of S* for an in-

teger i (1 <; i <I A). Set Ni + i = πϊ^Ni) and consider the Pfaffian system

Si = Sί+iliVi+x. By assumption, we have rank St ^ 1. If rank Si = 0, then

Ni+1 is an integral manifold of Si+ί. So we have only to consider the

case rank St = 1. Since rank Si = 1, we are led to the integration of a

regular Pfaffian system of rank 1, S*, on a manifold P*. In this case,

we can use a theorem of Frobenius and Darboux (see [12] pp. 137-141).

Take a generator θ of S*. A point x of P* is said to be generic if

there is an open neighborhood V of x such that P(D(Θ\V)) is a Pfaffian

system on V, where Θ\V is the resriction of θ to V (for the notation

P(D(Θ\ V)), see § 3.1). Consider a generic point x of P* and an open neigh-

borhood V of x satisfying the above condition. Notice that Ch(S*) and

P(D(Θ\V)) are completely integrable. Let 2k + 1 = rankCh(S*). Then,

by the theorem of Frobenius and Darboux, we can find independent first

integrals of Ch(S*), x\ , xk, z, pu ••-,/?*, and a first integral u of

P(D(Θ\V)) such that

θ = dz- Σ>kj=iPjdxj for rank P(D(Θ\V)) = 2Jfe + 1,

for rank P(D(^| V)) = 2£ + 2.

Using JC1, , xk, z,pu •• ,p Λ , we can construct integral manifolds of

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.5.
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The above 1-form dz — Σ)=\Pjdxj is a standard form of generators

of S*. This can be generalized as follows. Let S be a regular Pfaffian

system of rank s on a manifold P. Then a generator (θ\ , θs) of S is

called an integral generator of S if θι is an integral 1-form of Ch (S), 1 <̂

i ^ s. By Lemma 4.1-2), such a generator exists at least locally. Let

t = rank Ch (S). Assume that s < t and that we can find an integral

generator (θ\ -,θs) of S and t independent first integrals y\ -,yt of

Ch(S). Then each 0* must be of the form:

From this expression, we can get another integral generator (θ\ , θs)

of S, where θι is given by

This can be considered as a standard form of generators of S. Using such

a standard form, we can often construct integral manifolds of S (see [3]

p. 159 and pp. 169-171).

Consider a system (S, (P, C)), where S is irreducible with yespect to

(P, C). Then we should first try to find an integral generator of S by

integrating only completely integrable Pfaffian systems. If it is impossi-

ble, then we try to find a Cartan system (P, CO so that (S, C") admits a

normal covariant system. Of course, this is not an effective method of

integration of S.

Remark. Let us consider a general system (S, (P, C)). When we find

integral manifolds of S on which some fixed linearly independent 1-forms

on P are still linearly independent, there may appear in Step 4) and

Step 6) certain integrability conditions. These are main obstructions for

solving partial differential equations.

Let us illustrate it by a simple example. Consider a Cartan system

(P, C), where dim P = 7 and C = (ω\ , ωΊ) with

dωz = ω1 A ωA + ω2 A ω\

dω* = ω1 A ω6 + ω2 A ω\

da? = ω1 Λ ω7 — ω2 A ω\

dωι - 0, i = 1, 2, 6, 7.

Set S = <V, ω\ ω5). Consider two-dimensional integral manifolds of S on

which ω1 and ω2 are still linearly independent. Let Sf = <ω5>. Then,
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Ch (SO = <ω\ ω2, ω\ co6, ω7) and (ω1, ω2, ω\ ω7, ω5) is a solvable generator of

Ch (SO- We can see that S' is a normal covariant system of (S, C). Let

(Po, Co) be a quotient Cartan system of (P, C) by Ch(S0 with fibering π:

P -> Po. Then, dim Po = 5 and Co = (ω1, ω2, ω5, ω6, ω7) with

= ω1 A ω7 - ω2 A ω\

dωι = 0, i = 1, 2, 6, 7.

SQ is given by SQ = <ω5). Let iV0 be a two-dimensional integral manifold

of So on which ω1 and ώ2 are still linearly independent and let N = π'^N^.

Then N is generic. We get a Cartan system (N, C), where dim N = 4

and C - (u\ u2; θ\ θ2, θ\ θ4) with

dθ1 = 0,

dθ2 - 0,

d#4 = uθ1 A θ2.

The invariant u is a function of u1 and &2. We have S\N = (θz,θ4'}. In

this case, the integrability condition is given by u = 0. If w = 0, then

S|iVis completely integrable and (θ\ θz) forms a solvable generator of S\N.

4.4. Finally, we consider the problem of classification. Let © be a

Lie pseudogroup on a manifold M and let (P, C) be a defining Cartan

system of © with respect to a fibering π of P onto M Assume that the

action is normal (cf. § 1.1). Let Sέ be a regular Pfaffian system on an

open set Ui of M (i = 1, 2). Then we can consider the Cartan system

(Pf, Cf) which appeared in Theorem 2.2. St determines a regular Pfaffian

system Sf on Pf, which is generated by invariant 1-forms of (Pf, Cf)

(Theorem 2.3-2)). If St and S2 are locally ©-equivalent, then (Pf, Cf)

and (Pf, Cf) are locally isomorphic (Theorem 2.2). Shrinking Ut and

Pf if necessary, we can assume that there is an isomorphism F of (Pf,

Cf) onto (Pf, Cf) with F*Sf — Sf. Then there is a one-to-one corres-

pondence between the set of all normal covariant systems of (Sf, (Pf, Cf))

and that of (Sf, (Pf, Cf)). Therfore we can conclude that the integra-

tion of Sf is formally equivalent to that of Sf. Thus we get a class of

Pfaffian systems to which the same method of integration can be well

applied.

We are interested in the problem of classification of all Pfaffian
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systems S such that ®(S) is finite dimensional. In this case, using

Theorem 1.3 finite number of times, we can reduce the problem to the

following lemma.

LEMMA 4.4. Let (Pu CJ, Cί — (ωj, , ω[), be a Cartan system with

r = dim P^ (i = 1, 2). Assume that there are constants C3

kVΛ, 1 <^7, £, / <̂  r.

satisfying C{lΛ + C{k]ί = 0 for all j , k, I and

dω{ = 1 Σlι=i CL.M Λ ω{, 1 < j < r (ί = 1, 2).

(P 1 ? Q) απ<(i (P2, C2) are locally ίsomorphic at every point of Pλ X P 2

/ Cίm = C^ ; 2, 1 ^j, k, I ^ r.

For the proof, see [12] p. 221.

Now we deal with the problem of classification of second order ordi-

nary differential equations

dx2 V dx,

under the action of the following Lie pseudogroup on R2.

l' (aeR).

Let (P, C) denote the Cartan system given by

P = {(*, y, P, q, r, s, t) QR7; q Φ 0},

ωλ = dx,

ω2 = qdy - pqdx,

of = —qdp + rω1 + sω2,

0/ = dq/q + sω1 + foΛ

Let π:P—>R3 and π':P-+R2 denote the natural projections defined by

π(z) — (x, y, p) and '̂(2:) = (x, y), respectively (z e P). Then (P, C) is a de-

fining Cartan system of ®'. Moreover, (P, C) acts effectively on ]?3 with

respect to π. So it defines a Lie pseudogroup ® on R\ Let / be a func-

tion on an open set U(f) of R\ Set θ = dy — pdx, θf = dp — f(x, y, p)dx

and Sf = < ,̂ /9/>. Then we are led to the problem of classification of the

Pfaffian systems Sf under the action of ®.
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We have qπ%θ = ω2 and sqπ*θ - qπ*θ} = ω3 - uW on Pf = π'\U(f)),

where we put u° = r — qf. (Pf u°) is a maximal system of invariants of

(Sf9 C). Set Cf = (u°; ω\ , ω% Then we get a Cartan system (Pf, Cf).

We can see that u° is reducible on Pf. Putting r = g/, we get a Cartan

system (Pj, Cf). We can verify that u\ = 2s — /p is an invariant of (P),

C)) and that w? is reducible on P}. Here we use the notations fx = d//dx,

etc. Putting s = fJ29 we get a Cartan system (P}9 Cf). We can

verify that u\ — t — (fpp/2q) is an invariant of (Pj, Cj) and that ^ is re-

ducible on P). Putting t — fppj2q, we obtain a Cartan system (Qf, Cf),

where

= {(*, qφ 0, (x, y, p) 6 [/(/)}

and

C,:
ω2 =

ω3 = -qdp

+
qfω1

+ (fj2q)ω\

(Qf, Cf) is a defining Cartan system of ®(Sf) (cf. [7] Theorem 2.3). The

Pfaffian system to be considered is now given by Sf = (ω2, ω3). Let g be

another function on an open set of R\ Then Sf and S^ are locally ©-

equivalent if and only if (Qf, Cf) and (Qg, Cg) are locally isomorphic

(Theorems 1.3 and 2.2.). Therefore we have only to classify the Cartan

systems (Qf, Cf). We remark that Qό(Sf) is finite dimensional for any /.

Now we have the following structure equation of (Qf, Cf):

Eq. 1)

dω1 = 0,

dω2 = ω3 Λ ω1 + ω4 Λ ω2,

dω3 = ω4 Λ ω3 — w3ω
2 Λ ω1,

rfω4 — uxω
3 Λ ω2 — ι/2ω

2 Λ ω1.

where wl9 w2 and uz are invariants of (Qf, Cf). They determine other in-

variants uz, 4 <> i <L 10, as follows:

Eq. 2)

We have ux =

follows:

du2 =

du3 =

ubω
2

u8ω
2 + u4ω

3 — u2ω\

— u2ω
z.

—fVPPl(2q2). If uλ — 0 on Qf, then /, ι̂ 2 and u3 are given as
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= α(x, y)p2 + 2b(x, y)p + c(x, y),

Eq. 3) lu2 = (ax - by)lq,

[u3 = (ax - by)p + (ac - cυ + bx- b2).

Using the invariants uu u2 and u3, we shall consider four cases.

Then we can study each case by using Theorem 1.3.

Before going further, we give the following complete list of classifica-

tion. We denote by m the dimension of ®(S/) and by fs the standard

form of each type. As usual, we use the notations F'(x) — dFjdx, Gp(x, p)

= dG/dp etc.

A) m = 4, fs = ay (a e R).

B) m = 3, /, = F(x)y (F'(x) ψ 0).

C.) m = 2, f, = (l/2α)p2 + 2(α + b - y)p + 2α(3'2 - 2by + (a - 6)2)

(a, b e R, a Φ 0).

C2) m = 2, /, = ap + F Q J - ay) (a e R, F'"{p) Φ 0).

D.) m = 1, /, = α(x)p2 + (F(Λ) + 6(x) - 2α(x)F(x)y)p

+ a(x)F(x)y + (F'(x) - b(x)F(x))y + c(x)

a(x)F(x) = 1, \

(F(x) - 6(x))2 + 2(F'(x) - b'{x))J.

D2) TO = l, /, = F(x)p + F'(x)y + G(x,p - F(x)y) (Gppp(x,p) Φ 0).

D3) m = 1, /, = α(y)p2 + 26p + c(j) (6 e Λ, c'ίy) = a(y)c(y) - (y + &2))

D4) TO = 1, f. = α(y)p2 - 2yp + c(y).

D5) m = 1, /, = G(y, p) (Gppp(y, p) Φ 0).

E.) m = 0, /, = α(x, y)p2 + 26(x, y)p + c(x, j )

(α, = bv, bx - cv = y + b2 - ac, al + bl + c2

x> 0).

E2) m = 0, f, = a(x, y)p2 + 2b(x, y)p + c(x, y)

(ax -bv = l,a2

x + bx + cl> 0).

E3) m = 0,f, = Fx(x, y) + Fv{x, y)p + G(x, y, p - F(x, y))

(Gppp(x, y, p) φ 0. y" = f£x, y, y') is decomposed as follows:1^

(y' = F(x,y) + z(x),

\ = G(x,y,z(x)).

We shall give an outline of the argument.

Case I) uu u2 and uz are constants. Then, from Eq. 2), we have

ux = z/2 = 0. Putting α = — uz, we get the first type A), (ω3 + Λ/~άωι

i ω
2)

is a solvable generator of Sf with auxiliary 1-forms ωA — *J~aωι, ω4 + ^~aw\

Case II) d^ί = 0, £ = 1, 2, and dί/3 ^ 0 on Q ;. Then, uλ = u2 = 0 and
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uz is a function of x and y.

1) u3 — Uz(x). Then uz forms a complete system of invariants of (Qf,

Cf). Putting F(x) = — u3, we get the second type B). If we know a solu-

tion of Riccati's equation u'(x) = u(x)2 — F(x), then (ω3 — u(x)ω2, ω2) is a

solvable generator of Sf with auxiliary 1-forms ω* + u(x)ω\ ω4 — u(x)ωι.

2) dujdy Φ 0 on Qf. Taking an element X = x, Y= uz(x, y) of ©',

we can assume that u3 = y. Then, u9 = p, w10 = 1/q and hence dim Gb(Sf)

<̂  1. In this case, /, α(x, j) and 6(x, y) are also invariants of (Qf, C^),

where / is given by Eq. 3). From this fact, we get the types D3) and

E,).

Case III) dux = 0 and du2 Φ 0 on Q r. Then, uγ = 0. We can see

that u2 and uz are reducible on Q7. Putting u2 = 1 and w3 = 0, we get

a Cartan system (Q), C)), where C} = (w7, w8, κ9, z/10; ω
1, ω2). If all invariants

are constants, then we have uΊ — ulύ = l/w8 and w9 = WiO/w8. We get the

type CJ, which depends on two constants. If one of the invariants u7,

u8, u9 and uί0 is not a constant, then we can proceed as in Case II). If

dim ®(Sf) = 1, then (Q}, Cf) is locally isomorphic to one of the following

two cases:

1) x forms a complete system of invariants of (Q), C});

2) y forms a complete system of invariants of (Q}, C}).

Then we get the types Dj) and D4). If dim ®(S/) = 0, we get the type E2).

Case IV) duγ Φ§ on Qf. We can see that uγ is reducible on Qf.

Putting uγ = l/(2α) (aeR, a Φ 0), we get a Cartan system (Q), CjΓ), where

Cj = (w2, w3, M4, M5, w6; co1, ω2, ω3). It is not hard to verify that d i m © ^ ) <̂  2

and that if dim ®(Sf) = 2 then (Q2

f, C}) does not admit any invariant of

the form u = u(x, y). Therefore one of the invariants ui9 2 ^ i ^ 6, is

reducible on Q2

f. We can carry out the isomorphic reduction and get a

Cartan system (Q3

f, Cf), where Cj = (u2, u3, ui9 u5, u6; ω\ ω2). If all invariants

of (Qf, Cf) are constants, then we get the type C2). If dim ®(Sf) = 1, then

an invariant v(x, y) forms a complete system of invariants of (Q3

f, Cf). As

in Case II), we can assume that v = x or v = y. Then we get the types

D2) and D5). If dim ®(Sf) = 0, we get the type E8). Assume that / and

g belong to the type E3). Let ΰu 2 ^ ί ^ 6, denote the invariants of (Q\,

CZg). Then the equivalence of Sf and Sg is determined by the relations

ui = ΰi, 2 <1 ί ^ 6. If the relations are compatible, they define a unique

element of ©/ which makes Sf and Sg equivalent.
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